Paul Solomon Reading 0645
RP – 0134 – GR – 0002, July 4, 1975 Prophecy reading
You will have before you the fellowship of the inner light and our relationship to the
Unites States and the relationship of the United States to the Universal Forces, its
karmic destiny, ideas, and purposes. We request guidance and indications concerning
the following questions:
Question 1: Please comment on the significance of the year 1975 and the unfoldment of
the hierarchical plan for this world as described by Master D. K. through Alice Bailey.
Answer 1: Yes, we have the records and those consciousness gathered, the witnesses
who would speak concerning these things, and your questions and intent. If we could
cause you to see an image of the energies that occur about your plane in this time, you
might see first of all a pinpoint of light about the earth in areas here and the where
consciousness’ have been awakened to the destiny of man and his movement toward
his intended state. The points of light in many are individuals who have come through
great tribulation and training and are washed in the blood of the lamb and striving
individually, and in many groups brought here and there to form a light, as you have
gathered here. These have been in some instances separated one from the other that
they might better grow and impregnate the area where they are found.
Now in every place that you might look down and se a place of light, you would further
see for every one, a thousand, ten thousand angels, with drawn swords that fill the
atmosphere, if you would, about this place with potency, a hushed waiting, a feeling, a
sense, of preparation. And beyond that, those who have lived through experiences
here, a million or more of the brethren, who have learned from time in plane and have
risen above it, and as it were, hold almost the breath each time a soul enters your plane
in this time, a feeling almost counting. Those who enter for the purpose of lifting the
consciousness and those of the two sons of darkness who find their way as a
counterbalance
There is a delicate equilibrium that is maintained and, as there is a moving toward those
changes as will come, a great anticipation fills the universe with electricity. Those
looking down then on Divine Plan pour their vials of incense, the prayers, before the
Throne of Grace, and their care, their pleading, the prayer of the saints, enters in this
time as a wave of love lifting, and especially are those born in this day and this time and
this year, impregnated with that intent and purpose.
There is that balance to be sure, yet this is the time for this year, marks as it were, the
ending of the times and the times and the entry of the half time. So that all that you see
in this latter time will be accelerated, experiences and changes will occur more quickly.
Evolution, as you know it, will be speeded beyond that you have ever recognized in this
life wave, in this root race. A period of counting down, as it were, a period of
acceleration of the changes until they reach that dramatic point when there will be no
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more earth, as you know it. And a new heaven and a new earth will usher in a new age
of peace, of cleansing, of a new foundation for the New World .
This is s time, a time of judgment, but a time of judgment that comes with its balance;
that is, that as often as there is such a judgment there is a measure of grace added.
Those who will be judged may accept that pattern of grace. It is as if the Lord of Lords
will look down upon any child who has accepted that great archetype, the Christ, and
one who has claimed that archetype, that he strives toward, that as is his ideal, that
judge, looking down upon that child will see, not that child and all his failures but only
the face of the archetype, hidden in Christ as it were, as the ancients taught it, you see.
This is a time of judgment. It is a time of power.
Never before in this life wave has so much power been available to those who would
use it. Now you have seen power used, wielded in your lifetime by one who grasped an
implement of power and put it to its utmost use. And you have seen the changes that
occurred in the face of the entire earth as a result of it. A great portion of a nation wiped
out, removed. Now that same potential is available now. How ill it be used? How can it?
Understand that past this year (75) seventy-five the feelings, the attitudes, the intent of
people, will never again in your lifetime be the same as before this year. Look back over
twenty-five years, see what the attitudes and purposes, the hopes and ideals have
been, success oriented if you will. In the coming twenty-five, survival oriented rather.
And why?
Children, if you could but understand, it has been repeated again and again through
time that when there came a time of great blessing, the children of the law of One were
told by their prophets, tae off all that you have of value, all those things that men count
of value, whether earrings and rings on the fingers, jewelry and gold, or this, or that, or
the other. Bring it before the alter and drop it there, leaving all things, choosing rather
that you love greater. And each time such a message has gone out from the prophets,
those children have said, surely this is but a figure of speech. We will accumulate these
things and take these to be an ideal, you see. Seldom have these brought then by
choice, all such things and laid them on the alter and found a greater thing of worship.
Then, failing to listen to the voices of the Masters, who give advice, then the Masters,
are forced to let that overbalance come.
Every seven years of plenty come seven of famine. And that not given up willingly then,
will be taken. And suddenly in the face of losing everything of value, look about you and
you will find your neighbors, your brothers, your sisters, starving, looking at their gold
bands and saying, what use are these? I would trade them for a scrap of fruit. Then,
then they will be forced to look for those things of true value. Then, the attention will be
turned from these things to God. And seeking God, they will find him. So it begins to
come. Now, this is not necessary. This portion of the change not necessary at all, for he
who will lose his life willingly, will find it. He who will cling to his life and things of value,
those things will be taken away.
Choose which you will be, for in the cycle before this, there were a few, so very few,
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who set themselves apart leaving all things of value behind and got themselves to the
mountain top and there, with only those things needed for survival, gave their time, all
their time, all their thoughts, and energies toward worship. And becoming a great
magnet, drew to themselves the utmost energies of the heaven until it manifested in
God-man. Christ was born among them, in their midst.
And see it as an example, and do it in this time, for that same child, born in Bethlehem ,
that same consciousness, seek a door to enter this time. And a group setting
themselves apart will usher him in, at the center of light. All these purposes have been
set in motion. All the love, all the energy required to usher in the New Age, have been
gathered about this place in this time and you will see, less than ten years hence, an
overbalance, a tipping of the surface of the earth and earthquake and changes about
you. And then, a few years of following, changes and more changes.
Watch the 5th day of May, 2000, for the time when again the planets will be aligned one
behind the other across the sky, and the strain of magnetism will shrift the surface of the
earth until it take a new shape and form. Eighty four, two thousand, those are the years,
a change in a great tribulation then a change, a change and the dawning of the New
Age. These are the times. You have entered the half time.
How may be apply practical occultism to the manifesting of the cosmic plane for
America ?
No man can apply that he does not understand, safely. Begin to understand and apply
those laws by growing into them. Look for the laws, the Universal laws that govern your
plane. Set them then, into effect, living according to the laws. This is a matter of growth,
among each of you.
Choose the laws you will live under. This who live then according to the laws of the
lesser plane, the fourth, will live in the fourth. Those who choose to live then according
to those laws of the vital, the higher body, that give form to the fourth, will live in that.
Those who step beyond then into grace, accepting that ultimate plane, becoming a tool
of it, will find themselves living in that dimension, and having their needs provided from
there. Then understand the plane you will live on and the laws you live according to.
Enter that body.
The higher the body the greater the effect on the lower bodies. Then attuning to the
highest purpose within you and living according to the laws there, not descending again
into matter, but living on that plane, you will find the laws then, taking that effect about
you. It has ever been so. Every Master who has walked the earth has found the laws,
the atmosphere, the laws of the elements, of planets, of animals, from all manifestation
of the fourth, subject to his lie in the third. And entering the second, finding himself
master over third and fourth, you see.
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Enter into the higher world. Higher life has been given then. Become the Christ. By
making the Christ the Master if the life, you become one with the Master, becoming a
Master, all lesser laws then becoming subject to that attunement.
As individuals and as a Fellowship what can we do to assure the unfoldment of
America ’s potential bearing of the light?
Give yourself to a serious bearing of the light, yourself. For that you create about you
spreads, and becomes the consciousness of a nation. There is a tenancy among you to
see yourselves as holy and righteous, sanctified in the moments of attunement with
God, but your image of your nation, built in your mind, and propagated and fed has
become an image of a nation of corruption, of a corrupt government. Your thinking of it
in this manner has relegated to it this destiny. The destiny has been changed in recent
years because – the formation of the new image.
Only a decade ago, the people of this nation thought of this nation as guided of God,
with a spiritual destiny. You now despise your nation and your seat of government.
Even those spiritual among you consider it so, feeling as if you has lost control. Better
you re-establish the image, that you re-establish that you pray for, lift it out of the mire,
and think of it in a new way, a nation founded under God and guided by and of him. But
you say, that we see does not seem so.
Yet, as often as you arise up in arms and pray with determination to rout out that which
is not of the highest, you see a glimmer, a reflection, onto then dedicated to that
principle moving to the fore. Yet, there is a bit of defeatism in these recent years, so that
the nation, the government has become condemned to a new fate. Thus, those who
guided the founding of this nation have heaved a heavy sigh, saying we cannot impress
upon the minds of those, placed here, to carry forward this spiritual nation, its destiny.
Thus, the destiny must move then, and must be taken to another seat of government,
seeing itself as morally responsible, willing to take that responsibility.
If there could be among you those given to the rebuilding of the image, of the power
behind the government of this nation, as Divine plan, as spiritually guided. If those about
your nation could be persuaded to pray, believe, trust, restore faith in that system as set
by those founding fathers, who prayed and invoked divine power and blessing in every
way. The vivid period of crisis here, beginning in this month of this year, see it
astrologically, for it will reflect here, the birth of this nation directly afflicted to Saturn in
this time, that grim reaper, that planet of judgment, that reflection of Minerva, that angel
of justice, the Divine Angel, Saturn.
A period of judgment and how will you be weighed in the balances? Will you be found
wanting? The food will be cut off, and the result of it, you will find your nation not
producing the food it needs, in that time of this affliction. It will afflict money and finance
– all those things karmically tied to the sign of the birth of Cancer, that which feeds the
nation, that which governs her emotions as well. Pray, pray and invoke that power that
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sets that planet into motion thus bringing about the higher reflection of that same truth,
you see. Re-establish that faith. Reaffirm that leadership, pray.
Question 2: Please comment on the Kennedy assassination coming to the force again.
Will the truth be known or revealed, and what are implications of such revelations?
Answer 2: The significance, primary of the returning to consciousness is that soul,
himself, with those who surrounded him in that time, attempting to influence, to
perpetuate, to communicate, to state that they feel should be known. There is a major
attempt, the consciousness of these, to find justice. He is himself, influencing the minds
of men, and attempting to channel, to reveal truth.
Yet, it will not be so widely accepted as to be understood. It will reflect however a
purging, a seeking, a washing, an attempt to cleanse the self, the nation. Those
concerned with the destiny of the nation are bringing these festering sores open for the
cleansing in this and Saturn makes it possible. That angel, that angel, holds the scales,
the balance, and a sword, a two edged sword, so that this is the time that make possible
the cleansing, you see, with that cleansing the pain of seeing that which is being
cleansed.
Question 3: What significance has the present month of July, 1975 for man’s evolution?
It has been referred to as the ‘Critical Period’, by James Gore of Black Mountain . What
issues are involved and what response may best be made by us as a Fellowship and as
individuals, to them?
Answer 3: Just this as we have just given, a time of judgment, a passing of the Angel of
Judgment, upon this place in this time, a time of trial when those things of satisfaction
will be withheld, a time of trying the determination of those as individuals as you ask, as
that set before you, as that task given to do.
Anyone who picks up the torch, to bear it in this time, will be severely tired, for the light
that you hold aloft will attract to you all darkness, will attract to you the moths to the
flame, who will attempt to take your life, who will try you to the very soul, the very core.
Be prepared for it if you lift aloft the sword, the torch, in this time. And he who would
cast it aside saying, ‘I am ready; I will not bear; I will not fly in the face of this judgment,’
he is not worthy of me, but let him who recognized the challenge of truth, lift high the
torch, knowing fully well that those who are irritated by its light will strike out. Those who
proclaim themselves in this time, bearers of the light, forge into darkness against the
fiery darks of the wicked.
Not just those who are of the darkness will suffer in this time. Those of the light, for a
part of the time even more, only enough to set the flame, only enough to temper the
metal. Thus established then and holding the flame aloft, those who come through
those tribulations washing their garments white in the blood, these then become the
model, the Avatar of the New Age, the New World, the teachers. Those who will not
walk through the fire, will not return, will not come to lift these.
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There is held out to you in this time, a challenge, a flame. Let those of the brave heart
take it, accept it, a move with it. Be not discouraged by those little groups, here and
there, who are tired and tired sorely, by all those false in their own concepts, those not
living the ideals they express. They will strike out in attempts to snuff out the flames for
it condemns them. Holding aloft your light, your torch will expose their darkness and
they will attempt to extinguish from every side. Join not with those groups who seem not
to have interference or difficulty, for they have no flame, no light. If there were a light it
would attract that which is revealed by it, you see. That’s the challenge of the time.
The 4th of July reading, a year ago, indicates that we are now in a cycle parallel to that
in Israel before the birth of Jesus the Christ and are encountering cycles of karma
which, can only be met with grace, as in that time. Please describe the cycle of karma
we are presently in with respect to Atlantis and what our response should be to that.
The cycle you are now entering will fall directly parallel, that final cycle approaching the
final break-up of the islands, the disappearance of the land below the waters, the final
times. In this twenty-five years that remain, you will have those going out from you and
establishing places of safety and places of hiding the records in the high places.
Establishments of communities, establishments of centers that will survive and will be
monuments wondered at, marveled at, by those of the New Age. One of those to be
established in proximity to this place, a structure that will survive the changes and
contain within it records. The cycle, the cycle, an opportunity to relive the time of the
final breaking up, and in this time, to retain in those who will remain, and understand.
Not so long now until that initiate will open the tomb. Understanding will be given then,
not acceptable to some, and you will find those poor souls recognizing truth, finding it
unbearable, as the prophet said, ‘Will cry for the mountains, the rocks, to fall upon them,
to hide in their misery,’ for truth will be revealed, and truth must necessarily condemn
that alien to truth.
How would you face it in this moment if all acts of crime and evil that ever you have
committed in the cycles of time, for some of you hundreds, for some thousands of
returns I this plan, if all these were revealed before you in this time, how would you face
it? You see. Oh you pray for the opening of the tomb. You look for the bringing to the
surface of those records. If you knew what they contained, so many of you, you would
pray that they be hidden another thousand years.
Understand that you pray for, children, when you pray. Not that you should pray that
they be hidden, but better you pray that you might be ready for the accounting when it
comes, you see. Be men before God, and say all of that effort has been committed in
the selfishness, in the reaping to self, through these times, these cycles. I face and I see
and with the grace of the Christ may I be counted one of His, and claiming that
redemption, that power of His, let me become than an image of him, and see only his
overcoming of the dread, sins of the world, that my record may be cleansed spotless
white through the blood of the lamb that I will not have to face such, you see.
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Those then who have refused to face and account, and attempt to balance will suddenly
find that they have been condemning all this time, condemning them. Those who are
ready then, will gladly accept and live it. Those who are not will see before them
thousands more times of coming and facing and working. The truth will stand stark and
white, condemning, fearful, awful, before him. Now the time has come for that. The
tomb will be opened. There will be a time of greater popularity than has ever been, for
there will be a dividing of sheep from the goats, the one the right hand and the other on
the left. Can you not see that it must be so? Revealing of truth would do it; automatically
it must do it according to universal laws.
See the separation that comes, the power then, for there will be formulae for the
extraction of power from the atom. Will you understand? It has been given that power
will be taken from the heavenly bodies. Anything that exists in the heavens exists in the
smallest atom. It will be in the use of the crystal, in the use of the great sources of
energy, you will find the key in the movement of energy, the atom. Energy is created
constantly about you in every atom. Not a necessity for leaking oil here or there, not a
necessity for channeling the energy of the sun, a necessity only, for capturing that
already in motion about you. The air is alive with energy, the aura is alive with energy.
Formulae for the harnessing the direction of that energy will be discovered. Pray, pray,
that you are ready for the direction of that energy, for then it will be discovered that the
body of man can be perpetuated that you cane be perpetuated. Then there will be
attempts to change those laws of gravity, of magnetism, and those effected will actually
be magnifies rather than reversed. Natural law will take its course. The universe will be
changed.
The earth will be imbalanced in the twinkling of an eye and all that need be washed
away will be suddenly removed. A new earth will be born a new source of life, pure,
peaceful for a thousand years. Then man will begin to discover self again, the selfish
nature will rear his ugly head again, and for a period, self and self’s duty will be allowed
to reign, then another cycle.
That’s the law.
That’s the message.
We love you.
We are through for now.
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